March 16, 2022

To:

All Havasu Patriots

From: Greg Befort, Founding Member of the Havasu Patriots
Subject: Truth

At the February 2, 2022 Patriot meeting, I announced that I would no longer be attending bi-weekly
meetings due to the misdirection and actions of 2-3 people. Since then, I have received several inquiries
from attendees about whether I was no longer a “Havasu Patriot” and clarification about my “religious”
and “political” ideologies. Most of these inquiries were from people who never attended any of my
Natural Law presentations, nor truly understand what the mission of the Havasu Patriots is and is NOT.
This statement is for those Patriots who do not truly know me personally and for the attendees of the
newly formed “HavaPatriots” meetings. Hopefully this statement will clarify for all my commitment
to “patriotism”, and my political and religious ideologies. MOST IMPORTANTLY, this statement is
intended to clarify the TRUE mission of the Havasu Patriots. Please bear with me as the message I have
been trying to get across cannot be conveyed in a few words, so I will try to be as concise as possible.
I do NOT identify as religious nor political, but I am SPIRITUAL. The problem I and others in our group
face is that even people in our Patriot movement are intent to put people like me in boxes and slap a
label of “Christian” or “Republican” on me simply to gauge if what I have been saying aligns with their
“beliefs” and what they perceive as “truth”. I’ve said this multiple times, “This is not about your beliefs,
and this is not about my beliefs”. This is about what you KNOW and understand to be true and what
ACTION you take based on what you KNOW. That is the definition of true wisdom.
This is about what you know- knowledge. Knowledge of what you may ask. It is the knowledge and
understanding of Natural Law (Moral Law) and the degree to which YOU and humanity in the collective
align our thoughts, emotions, and actions to it. I have been attempting to get people to question their
BELIEFS vs. what they KNOW to be true.
The knowledge of the (seen) physical LAWS (not beliefs) of the universe, such as gravity and
thermodynamics, are important to know and abide by or the consequences can be fatal. The lack of
knowledge of the (unseen) spiritual laws such as Natural Law, which govern the consequences of human
behavior, can be just as deadly for humanity. Natural Law has nothing to do with beliefs. It is a science.
This about knowing that no real “Law” is or can ever be created by man. MAN is NOT the Creator of the
Universe- this is the ONLY TRUE AUTHORITY that exists in REALITY.
Natural Law goes by many names: some call it “God’s law, Divine law. Karmic law, the law of cause and
effect, the golden rule, etc……). It is the same in every true esoteric mystery tradition and religion known
to man. This information (objective morality) has been occulted (hidden) from the mass of humanity to
create a power differential for CONTROL of your mind. This is about the knowledge of what true
freedom is vs. the slavery humanity is marching towards. The truth is that most of humanity is living in
illusion and their MINDS AND EMOTIONS have been captured. Yes, including YOURS!
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Due to this mind and emotional control and the illegitimate BELIEF in the authority of government
mandates, many people have given up their BODILY AUTONOMY and their right to decide what to do
with it. The final target is the SOULS of humanity through their own free will complicity with the
destruction of true human freedom. Not just your own freedom at stake, but the freedom of others due
to your own erroneous beliefs, care, and ACTIONS in the world.
At the last meeting, I posed the question directly to the person pushing a particular flavor of religion as
the solution. The question to this person was, “How are you going to fight EVIL if you can’t define it or
recognize it in your presence”? I have yet to receive a response, but “praying” our way out appears to be
the suggestion.
I have repeatedly encouraged people to read Jeremy Locke’s book which I posted to our website, “The
End of All Evil”. I agree with Locke’s definition of evil:
“Evil is the destruction of freedom”.
In my presentations, I borrowed a Working definition of Natural Law by Mark Passio:
Natural Law is a set of universal, non-man-made, binding and immutable (cannot be changed)
conditions that govern the consequences of human behavior. Natural Law is a body of
UNIVERSAL SPIRITUAL LAWS which act as the governing dynamics of consciousness. Our
constitution was based upon the principles of NATURAL LAW.
In my presentations, I described the two pillars of Natural Law as:
1. The principle of non-aggression. “Do no harm” (the Sacred Feminine principle) and
2. The principle of self-defense. “Take no shit” (the Sacred Masculine principle).
Does this statement or the things I have spoken about in meetings make me “religious”? Nothing in
what I said constitutes religious dogma or doctrine. Natural law is a SCIENCE and is as predictable as
gravity. Natural Law does NOT care whether you “believe” in it or not. Natural Law is about knowledge
of the OBJECTIVE MORAL Law that governs the consequences of behavior (of individuals and society in
the aggregate).
How can I prove this statement? Look as far as the current condition of humanity and ask yourself, “Are
humans more free or less free than just two years ago? We are reaping the consequences of failing to
KNOW and abide by this law. Humanity is in the condition it is in because throughout history, we have
collectively through nescience (the knowledge was kept hidden from you or you never had access to it)
or ignorance (you knew the truth and “ignored” it due to apathy or cowardice). Most people reading this
will say to themselves, “This doesn’t apply to me, I’m a good person”. Those who attended my
presentations will recognize the Wizard of Oz allegory of how our own Ignorance (The Scarecrow),
Apathy or lack of care (The Tin Man) and Cowardice (The Lion) kept Dorothy (humanity) in illusion by
the Wizard (the dark occultists behind the curtain of current day). At one of the meetings, I was asked,
Well, what is the solution Greg”? Here was my response:
“Stop lying to yourself about the current condition of humanity and your own personal role in
supporting the systems of slavery”.
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The truth is that humanity has been lied to, manipulated, and conditioned into accepting the current
condition of suffering and Slavery throughout history. Some may respond, “I’m not suffering, and I’m
not enslaved”, so this doesn’t affect me!” First, you are WRONG/INCORRECT. This isn’t about you. If you
follow Christ’s teachings (True Christians), you accept that if one suffers, all suffer because we are all
ONE with the source of creation (The Father/Universal consciousness, God, etc….). Christ said, “My
Father and I are one”. Christ represented RIGHT ACTION in the world.
It is also knowledge about WHY this condition exists- the ROOT CAUSE (ignorance). Ignorance of SELFdue to Ego identification and ignorance of the reality the self exists in. I’ve also expressed is that one of
the most important things to understand is how your thoughts, emotions, and what you “believe”
become the actions you take that perpetuates this condition of suffering and slavery and many of you
will still say to yourself, “This doesn’t apply to me”.
Stop lying to yourself.
In many of my presentations, I posed questions such as, “What is a right?”, Where do my rights come
from?” What is a wrong? Who is the ultimate “Authority”? Should some people such as kings,
presidents, the ultra-rich, judges, politicians, police, be granted more rights than others? While reading
these questions, do you honestly find yourself struggling to answer these questions without
contradictions? What I am saying DOES apply to you! It also applies to you if you find yourself polarized
in left/right politics or religious doctrine. The continued FALSE and ILLUSORY belief in a political or
“religious” solution despite what you KNOW the truth is about both of those institutions and the death,
destruction, and slavery they have caused throughout history constitutes LYING to yourself.
Government leaders claim to want a separation of church and state. Nothing could be further from the
truth. Government, institutionalized Religion and money (the unholy trinity) are systems of control
designed to make sure you never understand the truth and obtain true physical, emotional or spiritual
freedom.
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I’ll ask another question sure to cause emotional responses. “How do you “identify” yourself”?
Teacher?, business owner?, Doctor?, Republican?, Christian? How tolerant are you of those who don’t
“believe” as you do or belong to your profession? If it were up to you, what would you have the
“authorities” do to those who don’t believe what you do? How do you think, feel, and act towards
them? How does what you SAY you are, contradict with your behavior towards others? What do you
know about the role of government, religion, and money in the current system of slavery? What is YOUR
role in supporting these systems?
Be honest and stop lying to yourself.
When the mission statement of the Havasu Patriots was written, those who designed and wrote it, knew
we would be fighting the influences of politics (government), religion, and money. Both within the
group and without. We knew there would be likely be efforts to infiltrate our group by those influences,
which is why Bill Mitchell and I constantly repeated (ad nauseum) at every meeting what the Patriots
were and were NOT about. We understood the warnings of the forefathers- Hence the mission
statement:
“The mission of the Havasu Patriots is to provide citizens of Lake Havasu City and Mohave County with
resources and network opportunities regarding the organic laws of this country as well as your rights
under Natural Law. These organic laws include: The Declaration of Independence, The Northwest
Ordinance, The Articles of Confederation, and the Constitution. Natural Law Rights are the laws of
morality that govern the behavior of humanity”.
While Bill focused on the Constitutional component, I focused on the Natural Law component. My
background was in law enforcement and Bill’s was in psychology.
Recently, there have been 2-3 individuals (willingly or not and with the best intentions or not) who have
represented the ideologies of what is described as the “unholy trinity” of government, religion, and
money. We warned about these influences and yet, like a virus, they infected the body of our work, and
just like the corona virus, is attempting to infect the minds of our members as well. Hence, I made it
clear I would be stepping away from the meetings, because my energy is better spent elsewhere and I
am opposed to the actions of these 2-3 individuals. I also made it clear that I would NOT be stepping
away from the mission.
First, we have the “Statists”. Statists are hardened in their egoic religious belief in the authority of
government (man) through a political solution to the problem: Statist believe, “We can VOTE our way
out of tyranny if only we get the right guy/gal in office”. They can’t bring themselves to grasp the
meaning of the true statement, “Because no men are angels, none are fit to rule!” I emphasized at the
last meeting that It doesn’t matter which flavor of slavery (republican or democrat) you vote for. Voting
for the lesser of two evils is still VOTING FOR EVIL”. I also posed the question, “Tell me when there was
ever a time in history where humanity ever voted itself out of Tyranny”?
I’ll say it as kindly as possible for those who still hold on to this lie. Your mind has been conditioned to
believe this nonsense and you are WRONG.

Republicans In Name Only (RINOs)
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These few individuals continued to nudge their ideologies into meetings and events, recently took
control of the agenda, and have provided local politicians and those who aspire to govern, a platform
that the patriot meetings were never intended to support. Even though most attendees identify as
“Conservative Republican” (I used to be one of those too!), the goal of dividing this party and crushing
any principles they might have once stood for has long been achieved.
Stop lying to yourself.

Christians In Name Only (CINOs)
Second, we have the religious zealots who want to make the meetings about their specific brand of
“Christianity”. I distinguish TRUE (Esoteric) Christianity from the false (Exoteric) version given to the
masses by organized religion. I KNOW and understand the esoteric teachings of the historical figure
Jesus, the Christ. I also KNOW and understand Christ’s purpose and what it means to strive to obtain
Christ consciousness. I assert that it is exactly the lack of the consciousness (knowledge of moral law),
that is the real crisis among those who proclaim to be “Christians”.
Most “Christians” believe they know all they need to know about spirituality and salvation and “plant
their flag half-way up the mountain” and wait for Christ to do the rest. “As long as I believe, that is all
that is required’. Christ taught that you cannot “PRAY” your way out of slavery and “you will be known
by your ACTIONS”. Christ was a true anarchist who fought against government, religion, and money. The
three killers of Christ- The unholy trinity.
Some people criticized my passion during the meetings and mistook it for anger. They are not wrong and
I don’t apologize. I am angry, but it is a righteous anger at the behavior of those who do not have the
courage to challenge their beliefs and the damage they are doing to the work that the original founders
of the Patriots worked so hard to achieve. To be clear, there are NO ORIGINAL FOUNDERS OF THE
HAVASU PATRIOTS ATTENDING MONTHLY MEETINGS ANY LONGER.
An example of the misguided actions of some of these patriots was mentioned at the February 2,
meeting. In short, and by their own statements, several Patriots who espouse both Republican and
Christian ideologies recently attempted to “call all patriots” to action. The purpose was to support the
ACTIONS of 2-3 individuals in driving a group promoting COVID testing from a local event. Their intent
and ultimately their actions consisted of using a bullhorn to coerce and intimidate these people into
leaving. The police were called and one patriot even “feared arrest”. After chastising those who ignored
the call to action, these same people proudly proclaimed a “victory” because they drove those of a
different belief from spreading their “false belief”. Make no mistake, this was NO victory and likely
alienated event attendees who heard and saw the behavior, the people promoting testing who were
driven away, and likely local law enforcement.
Who exactly was educated as part of our mission in this instance? What lesson was learned? Does a
victory mean that a louder voice is what is important, not WHAT is said? These same “Christians” then
promote division between other Christian faiths by pointing out the “sins” of congregations that offer
Covid testing in Patriot e-mail newsletters. Their BEHAVIOR is no different than those who attempt to
censor the beliefs of those different than their own through intimidation and coercion. The outcome is
the same- division, not unity. By INITIATING HARM through their coercive actions, these ”Patriots” were
in violation of natural law and to this day are ignorant of the harm they caused.
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ONE MORE TIME FOR THE CONSCIOUS CHALLENGED! This is NOT about pro-vax/anti-vax, promask/anti-mask, republican/democrat, Christian/non-Christian, or the myriad of other ways you are
locked in ego identification (your own mental cage). Question your beliefs and the things you previously
“believed” to be true. If you can’t do that honestly and STOP contributing to your own enslavement and
that of others- you are NOT a Patriot by the true definition and you possess a very low level of
consciousness.
Get as upset about that statement as you please, then get over it and commit to stop lying to yourself.

Patriots In Name Only (PINOs)
Then there are one or two individuals who want to make this about notoriety, which may or may not
translate into profits and money. The Havasu Patriots website and go-fund me link has been the primary
source of contributions since the beginning. People can donate anonymously if they choose and it was
never intended to be augmented by T-shirt and book sales, medical products, memberships to any
organization, or a donation bucket at meetings. The purpose of this fund has always been to support
the website and content, and legal fees in the event of a suit for freedom worthy of filing ever
materialized or to protect our legal status as simply a provider of “education”. All donations and
expenses are trackable and documented. Those funds have not been available to support
reimbursement of personal expenses for copies, promotional items, or sponsor political events because
they are NOT intended for that purpose. Read the stated purpose on the GO fund me page.
Here is the ROOT of the problem: MOST “freedom fighting people” are completely ignorant of Natural
Law and through this ignorance, contribute to evil because they can’t even identify it to begin with. I
define evil as an involutionary force (as opposed to the evolutionary force in creation) that binds
humanity back from evolving in human consciousness by trapping you in an egoic mindset. I do not
subscribe to the common Christian, Islamic, Judaic, or any other institutionalized religious version of
what Satan, the Jinn, Lucifer, etc.. is and is not. I have studied many religions comparatively for many
years. For those in attendance at one of the meetings where I spoke about the topic of satanism and
gave the TRUE tenets of this ideology in order:
1. Egotism/Solipsism (the belief that only me and my thoughts exist in reality and truth is subjective to
whatever I believe).
2. Moral relativism: the belief that morality: right and wrong is subjective and based on what “I” believe
to be right or wrong. In other words, MAN (politicians, clergy, elites, etc..) should be the arbitrators of
right and wrong, not the creator of the universe. Natural Law is UNIVERSAL, OBJECTIVE, IMMUTABLE,
and governs the consequences of behavior based on alignment with it or against it. This is the point I
was attempting to drive home about voting or praying for someone else to deliver your way out of
tyranny. Either serve man or serve the creator of the universe. “You cannot serve two masters.” Stop
lying to yourself.
3. Social Darwinism: the belief that the wealthiest, smartest, most politically inclined, or most ruthless
(survival of the fittest) should be allowed to rule.
4. Eugenics (or dysgenics): the belief that the people above should get to decide who lives and dies,
which genes get to propagate in the population and what it means to be human.
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I made the statement that most people carry one or more of those beliefs and carry out behaviors that
SUPPORT those beliefs. By this definition, most people who BELIEVE and CLAIM they are truly “good”
and “moral” people, possess a “satanic” mindset (a mind virus) and don’t even realize it because of
beliefs that convince them they are good, moral and “asymptomatic”. Sadly, people can be so calcified
in their beliefs, their ego will never allow them to utter the three words that will help dissolve the ego
and put them on the path to truth and freedom: Those three words are: “I WAS WRONG”.
Unfortunately, Just the opposite happens.
When I described the tenets of satanism, three of the people who advocate for government, religion,
and money, became so uncomfortable, they cried out in the middle of what was listed on the agenda as
“Greg Befort-keynote speaker” presentation. I suspect that behavior was a response based on a very
uncomfortable recognition of their own hypocrisy and complicities in destroying freedom and buying
into the lies of government and religion. Stop accepting the lies of others and most importantly, stop
lying to yourself.
Here is some Spiritual truth you will never hear from a politician or most all religious leaders:
The TRUE ruling powers of the world are psychopathic dark occultists (ancient bloodline
priests/priestesses). They have run this world for centuries using overt and covert means. These people
at the top of the power “pyramid” know all about the laws of the creator and most importantly have
knowledge of how the human mind works. They rebel against the laws of the creator and would rather
“rule” on earth than be a “slave” in heaven. This sub-human predatory class (I refuse to call them elite,
illuminati, etc..) avoid much of their “karmic debt” by manipulating and controlling others to do their
work: These are the “order followers”: Think of police and military, but with COVID 19, being an order
follower applies to Doctor’s, nurses, CEO’s, politicians, teachers, etc…. In today’s world anyone who puts
their consciousness on a shelf for a paycheck.
I have posed this question many times: “Who is MORE morally culpable: The order giver or the order
follower”? The soldier who drops the bomb OR the general who gives the order? The corrupt politician
who makes the “law” or the Officer who enforces it? Make no mistake, It is ALWAYS the order follower,
the one who ACTUALLY performs the behavior. The one who “whispers in the ear” is also morally
culpable, but that wasn’t the question. The question was, who is MORE morally culpable?- The person
whose soul is damaged the most and receives the bulk of the karmic debt as a result of the action they
take.
If you recall, I served in the military and 15 years in law enforcement. Those who listened when I spoke
of those roles will admit that I repeatedly criticized my own complicity- regardless of what
my INTENTIONS were going into those roles. There was nothing “honorable” or “virtuous” about sitting
my consciousness on a shelf and blindly following orders in ANY previous role in my life. Get as offended
as you want over that statement. Just because YOU or someone you know served or currently serves in
that role does NOT make my statement any less TRUE. Get over your flag waving, patriotic bullshit
support for the men in uniform who go into foreign countries based on lies and without question,
destroy countries and lives, including their own through homelessness, drugs, and suicide once they
realize the harm they have caused.
I don’t believe this to be true- I KNOW it to be true based on my own experience- not what I was told to
believe or spoon fed on TV or alternative media.
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I also made clear that my background in institutionalized religion (8 years of Lutheran school) qualified
me to criticize what I was told to blindly believe made me a “Christian”. This experience and further
study provided the understanding of what I KNOW about the religious institutions of history and how
they have been hijacked to control and enslave humanity. I made it clear that I was WRONG about what
I believed then and I constantly find myself questioning everything I once “believed” to be true. I have
been pushing for Patriots to engage in serious self-reflection (fix yourself first) before you can fix anyone
else.
Until we address the ROOT cause of the problem: human suffering and slavery due to a lack of
knowledge/ignorance of natural law, we will continue to lose this battle. I made it clear to those intent
on veering from the mission in the last meeting when asked about a timeline for action, “DO NOT expect
one inch of progress until the MAJORITY of Patriots understand and acknowledge the root cause of the
problem.” I repeatedly asked that people stop whacking away at the branches and start changing their
own behavior (the cause) to align with Natural Law.
I didn’t say it at the time, but I will now as a matter of fact: You can expect things will get worse until
the true “Patriots” of humanity across the world unite under the one true law of the universe. Its not
what you want to hear, but it is the truth. I am here to speak the truth and as belligerent and
uncomfortable as that is for members of our own “team” to hear, I’m going to continue to speak it
through my voice as well as content on the Havasu Patriots website.
I will continue to gladly accept and post content and events as it relates to our mission, which by the
way involves developing ALTERNATIVE options to the current system of government, religion, and
monetary enslavement. This includes the great work of the Alternative Health and Wellness group,
communications group, etc…I truly admire the work Jamie, Mardel, and others have put into these
efforts. Wendy and I truly miss our Patriot friends. I also appreciate the kind words of support and
encouragement for me to continue teaching Natural Law.
Having said that, I fully acknowledge my own shortcomings in not being able to reach as many Patriots
in our bi-weekly meetings as I had hoped. I realize there is much, much, more work to be done to raise
the level of consciousness of those who often in today’s world, are those closest to us who do not YET
have the discernment or willingness to seek OBJECTIVE TRUTH (which is discoverable). This truthseeking ultimately manifests into “the eyes to see and the ears to hear”. I have NEVER said this journey
of self- reflection and truth seeking is without pain, just the opposite.
I can promise you that what you discover after making the effort to rid yourself of ignorance and ego
identification is what TRUE FREEDOM and personal sovereignty is all about- No matter what the
material or personal consequences may be to you in the process. No fear!
Finally, I want to make sure that those who wish to follow the REAL MISSION of the Havasu Patriots do
not get led astray by the 2-3 individuals who have hijacked the e-mail list of former meeting attendees.
Note that these individuals have changed the NAME of the Havasu Patriots to the “HavaPatriots”.
Meeting dates, times, and location has changed as well. This was done to obtain the NAME
RECOGNITION, contact information, and membership list for their new organization’s benefit. If you
want to follow the original intent and mission of the Havasu Patriots, please consider taking the
following steps:
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#1: “Unsubscribe” from the “HavaPatriots” e-mail you have been receiving from Constant Contacts.
Ginger Dodier and Karen Vanderjadt manage this e-mail distribution list. Ask to be removed or scroll to
the bottom of the e-mail and click “unsubscribe”.
#2: All Havasu Patriots e-mail will now be sent through the Havasupats@gmail.com e-mail
address.
#3: Follow ALL Havasu Patriot activities by monitoring the website for new material and events. A new
podcast series is coming soon! Watch the website for details.
Regards,

Greg Befort
Founding Member of the Havasu Patriots
Havasu Patriots Website Manager
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